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THE ANDES OF SOUTHERN PERU 
A Review* 

By THEODORE ROOSEVELT 

This is a really notable book; one of those uncommon books in which a 
man who has had the vision to undertake adventure and the hardihood to 
carry it through sets forth with wisdom what he has seen. Such combina- 
tion is rare: for it includes the power to do daring and arduous field work, 
the knowledge that comes from intensive laboratory investigations, the 
ability to write vividly and simply, and above all the capacity to extract 
truth from fact, or in other words to give the full meaning, the full philoso- 
phy of what would else remain a jumble of unrelated observations. 

The book is based on the geographic work of the Yale Peruvian Expedi- 
tion of 1911 which, under the direction of Professor Hiram Bingham, 
accomplished so much of capital importance in so many different directions. 
Professor Bingham is one of the men to whom science owes much, and his 
country even more-for he teaches, not merely by precept but by example, 
the vital truth that if republics are to prosper the citizens who stand fore- 
most in productive scholarship must also stand foremost in readiness to 
render personal and bodily service to the commonwealth. The book itself 
describes the result of the geographic reconnaissance of the Peruvian Andes 
along the seventy-third meridian which was made under the direct lead of 
Dr. Isaiah Bowman. Mr. Bowman expresses regret that the exigencies of 
the actual survey, the actual map-making, under exceptionally difficult 
and often hazardous conditions, made it necessary at times to sacrifice 
some of the geographic work. But so much was done, there is such a wealth 
of important record of observations and of profound deduction from the 
observations, that no lack is noticeable. The book is of high value from the 
scientific standpoint-and possesses the additional merit, not always found 
in scientific books, of being exceedingly interesting even to the layman. 

It reflects credit upon the author, upon the director of the expedition, 
upon the university which sent out the expedition, and upon the American 
Geographical Society, which published in such admirable form an admirable 
work. The paper, the letter-press, the abundant photographs and maps, 
form a worthy setting. All who are in any way connected with the pro- 
duction of the book, from those who went on the expedition to those who 
financed it, are entitled to ample recognition. Americans of wealth have 

* The Andes of Southern Peru: Geographical Reconnaissance along the Seventy-third Meridian, by 
Isaiah Bowman, xi and 336 pp.; maps (including seven topographic sheets, 1:125,000), diagrs., ills., index. 
Published for the American Geographical Society of New York by Henry Holt and Company [New 
York], 1916. 
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done much for this country when they have brought hither art treasures 
and archeological material from the Old World; but they have done much 
more when they have given our own men of the type of Mr. Bingham, Mr. 
Bowman, and their associates the opportunity to do first-class, original, 
productive work. 

Mr. Bowman has divided his book into two parts; the second part 
treats of the physiography of the Peruvian Andes. It is of capital impor- 
tance; but necessarily it appeals primarily to experts and specialists and is 
to be admired rather than enjoyed and understood by that multitude of 
which the present reviewer is one. The first part, however, deals with the 
"human geography" of the region, and as regards this the appeal, although 
perhaps strongest to trained scientific observers, is almost equally strong 
to all men of intelligence who are interested in the most far-reaching and 
fundamental of the problems that affect mankind through the ages. 

The region considered is one of extraordinary physical contrast. Three 
of the chapters deal with the dense tropical forests lying eastward of the 
Andean foothills. In them Mr. Bowman tells of his dangerous boat voyage 
through the canyon of the Urubamba, of the rubber forests, and the forest 
Indians. There are touches of especial interest to the faunal naturalist, as 
when he speaks of the broad trails, leading down through the forest to the 
river, which are made by the great constrictor. Down these trails the huge 
serpents glide after nightfall, with lethal stealth, to prey on the red deer 
and the tiger cat as they drink at the water's edge. Another chapter treats 
of the desert coastal region. All these chapters, treating of the regions 
lying just east, and just west, of the Andean mountain mass, are important. 
They show the author's keen insight into actual conditions, human and 
physical, his understanding of the present in its relation to the past, his 
grasp of detail, and his power of generalization. 

Yet on the whole the most striking chapters are those dealing with the 
high interior. Two of these, that on "The Country of the Shepherds" 
and that on "The Geographic Basis of Human Character," are not merely 
of absorbing interest but are of permanent value from the standpoint of 
the man who generalizes with broad wisdom upon a patiently accumulated 
mass of important data. 

These chapters deal with a part of the region which was the seat of the 
extraordinary Inca culture. There were in the New World two great 
centers of civilization-development: north-tropical America, from Honduras 
to the city of Mexico-the seat of the Maya-Aztec cultures-and the Andean 
plateau of south-tropical America. These two civilizations, or groups of 
civilizations, were autochthonous, and were mainly independent of each 
other. The belief that they were in any substantial degree due to outside 
influence from the Old World is conclusively negatived by the fact that 
they rested on a developed food-cultivation of a kind wholly different from 
anything in the Old World. There are worthy persons who believe that 
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wanderers from among the ancient Egyptians or the Phoenicians, or the 
Hittites-or the Lord knows whom-brought to America these civilizations 
ready-made. The "proofs" advanced on behalf of this theory are on a 
par with the similar "proofs" advanced by other worthy persons on behalf 
of the recent existence of Plato's Atlantis, or of the verbal accuracy of the 
Mosaic accounts of the deluge and tower of Babel, or of a late Tertiary 
land-bridge between Africa and South America, or of the descent of the 
North American Indians from the Ten Lost Tribes. With our present 
knowledge, serious students must regard the American civilizations as 
having developed in this hemisphere as the result of an immensely long 
antecedent development of which the vital feature was the domestication 
of various indigenous plants. 

As long as tribes subsist on game, fish, and wild fruits, roots, or nuts, 
their livelihood remains so precarious that they cannot rise above the level 
of savages. Under normal conditions, any culture which can be regarded 
as even on the lowest level of civilization must rest on an assured and 
therefore artificial food supply, which means a system of plant cultivation; 
and this system must develop slowly through a preliminary period of 
thousands of years before the point is reached when out of it blossoms 
anything which we can call civilized. Unless there is also some taming of 
animals the progress is, of course, very much cramped. In America the 
food plants which were domesticated differed completely from those 
domesticated in the Old World and were of such a character that after 
the time of Columbus they became almost as important in the eastern 
hemisphere as the Old World food plants became in the western hemisphere. 

In North America no quadrupeds were tamed, although the bison was 
certainly as susceptible of domestication as any of the Old World species 
of cattle-ox, zebra, buffalo, yak, gayal-which actually were domesti- 
cated, and although white goat and peccary could probably have been 
domesticated as easily as the sheep, goat, and hog. The Peruvians, how- 
ever, domesticated the llama, an animal more important in the progress 
of a primitive race than the sheep, because it could be used as a beast of 
burden, thus setting free various surplus energies among its owners. 

The two centers of advanced culture-development in America were 
primarily based, the northern on a long period of preliminary cultivation 
of maize, beans, and squashes, the southern on a similar period during 
which the potato and the llama were domesticated and useful varieties 
slowly produced. There were, of course, many other plants cultivated; and 
certain birds, notably the turkey, and possibly one or two rodents, for food. 
As above pointed out, these civilizations-perhaps it would be more accurate 
to say pre-civilizations-seem to have grown up entirely independently of 
the somewhat similar pre-civilizations which struggled up out of savagery 
in Egypt and in southwestern Asia long before history dawned. The analo- 
gies-some of which are very curious-seem to be mainly due to what in 
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biology is called parallel or convergent evolution. Apparently the Ameri- 
can civilizations do not date back much before the Christian era, at which 
time the corresponding culture-phases of the peoples who dwelt between 
the Nile and the Euphrates had been dead for several thousand years. 
By turning to the February number of Art and Archceology, one can see 
an amusing instance of the similarity between the early artistic efforts 
of utterly disconnected artists, by comparing the earliest known piece of 
Sumerian engraving-therein given-with the Aztec and Maya figures four 
or five thousand years later, with which we are so familiar. 

During the immense space of time-perhaps ten or twelve thousand 
years-which preceded the blossoming period of Inca civilization the people 
themselves, and their plants and animals, were slowly differentiating into 
fixed types. The llama and alpaca, and the many different kinds of potatoes 
and of other plants (such as one species of domesticated milkweed), must 
have taken thousands of years to develop in their present form; while the 
Indian himself became rigidly set in character and physique. The whole 
growth was conditioned by its extraordinary environment; for this civiliza- 
tion grew up on the immensely high Andean plateau, amid surroundings 
wholly different from all else in the entire world. 

Mr. Bowman sketches in masterly outline the inter-relationship of the 
geography and the human life of this strange region; an inter-relationship 
now profoundly modified by the contact between the ancient Indian popu- 
lation and the intrusive Spaniards. On this plateau the pasture lands are 
above the forest. Men do not go up the mountain sides to the woods but 
down them to the woods. The stretches of farming country lie below the 
grazing lands and above the matted tree growth of the torrid slopes beneath. 
High above the pastures tower the peaks of everlasting snow. Nowhere 
else has a civilization clung to the bleak uplands and scorned the fertile 
valleys lower down. 

The Indians have been cursed by a pacifist past, and they have suffered 
the degradation that always in the long run overtakes pacifists in the mass. 
They now suffer from oppression by the whites and mixed-bloods because 
they do not stand up for their rights; and Mr. Bowman speaks of the 
pleasure it gave him when he did come on isolated groups who were self- 
respecting and fearless. As with all uncivilized and most civilized people, 
liquor is a peculiar bane. From the fertile farming lands the capital- 
owning, enterprising whites tend to oust them, only the exceptional Indians 
being able to stand the competition. The same thing is true of the cities 
at low levels. In the higher cities, where the thin air, the harsh climate, 
and the lack of comfort and opportunity forbid the presence of prosperous, 
enterprising, better-class whites, the Indians show at their worst, being 
debauched by the few whites whose necessities drive them to these out-of- 
the-way places-for high altitude and isolation always mean demoralization 
of character among the Andean whites. 
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Above these cities, on the lofty pasture lands, the Indian shepherds, 
with their flocks of llamas and sheep, lead a much healthier life. Here they 
are beyond the reach of white competition, for to the white man the con- 
ditions of life are literally intolerable, whereas the Indian has been fitted 
to them physically and mentally, by his ancestral history for ten thousand 
years and over. As Mr. Bowman puts it, the Indian of the lofty plateaus 
and the white man respond to entirely different stimuli. The luxuries 
and comforts of the whites mean nothing to the Indian. He is content 
with his own simple implements, rude clothing, rough fare, and squalid 
shelter. His solitary life of rambling with his flocks makes him satisfied 
with the barren social life and isolation of the little mountain hamlet where 
he lives when at home. He is content with his harsh and narrow existence 
and regards the complex life of the whites with incurious aloofness. He 
lives substantially as his ancestors lived a thousand years ago; as Mr. Bow- 
man happily puts it, the new elements that have come into his life have 
come only by a process of ethnic seepage. 

Mr. Bowman excels in using concrete examples to show the inter- 
relationship of geography and human culture. He shows how the ancient 
city of Cuzco originally owed its prominence to its geographic position, 
which rendered it dominant over a large tributary region; and how in its 
turn this dominance became self-stimulating and grew out of all propor- 
tion to its original differences, which were due to nature. He shows how 
sharply defined climatic and vegetal contrasts between two sides of a great 
mountain chain produce and condition the accompanying anthropo- 
geographic contrasts. He points out how much more closely topography 
is related to the life of the people in the Andean region than, for instance, 
in our own Rocky Mountain region; how there is a vertical stratification 
of the people which corresponds with the superimposed strata of the land 
and the climate. 

In dealing with the causes of man's complicated distribution over the 
earth-the most interesting and important problem before the modern 
geographer-Mr. Bowman acutely points out that very often the same 
results flow from diametrically opposite causes; that, for instance, migra- 
tion in mass may be due to a succession of very wet or a succession of very 
dry seasons; that, again, both exceptional security and exceptional 
insecurity may alike tend towards the wide distribution of men over a given 
area. Especially wise is Mr. Bowman's refusal to follow those of his 
fellow-geographers who, dazzled by the discovery of the profound effect 
of geographical conditions upon human nature, promptly proceed to explain 
all the immense complexus of the forces of social causation as simply due 
to geographical causes; who, for example, explain the Mohammedan con- 
quests by dry seasons in Arabia, just as the political economists of similar 
type explain the crusader by a glutted European labor market-neither 
of these particular explanations having more than the very slightest foun- 
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dation in fact. Mr. Bowman rightly insists upon the immense importance 
of economic, and therefore of geographic, causes in the development of 
human character; but he insists no less emphatically that non-economic 
forces, what may be called spiritual forces-ranging from fetishistic whims 
to the loftiest emotions of the human soul-are at times epoch-making in 
their strength and effects. Geography has a profound effect upon char- 
acter, but character is never a product of geography alone. 

The temptation is great to discuss at length the many points of deep 
interest raised by Mr. Bowman-his illuminating study of revolutionary 
conditions in Peru, for instance; but to do this adequately would need a 
volume the size of his own. He has written a book of extraordinary interest 
and importance, based on first-class original field work, on a wide knowl- 
edge of the written work of others, and on trained ability and power in 
interpreting and drawing far-reaching conclusions from both that which 
he has seen and that of which he has read. 
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